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 Support for new, old, and external RAW files. Simple. Simple to use. View more videos in fullscreen. With this software, you
can control the lighting of the video.Features:. Simple user interface with a modern look. . Support for new, old, and external

RAW files. . Support for high dynamic range (HDR) and tone mapping. . Support for color correction. . Support for color
curves. . Support for temporal filters. . Support for the following formats: . Support for all external color codecs and LUTs. .

Support for the following resolution: . Support for the following aspect ratios: . Support for downsampling (upscaling). . Support
for cropping and rotation. . Support for multiple timelines and multi-audio tracks. . Support for multiple keyframes. . Support
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for preview. . Support for export in HDR. . Support for copy and paste of FCPX projects. . Support for links to media. .
Support for markups. . Support for custom composition. . Support for color correction in FCPX projects. . Support for a wide

range of other features. . Multilingual. . Easy to use. . Support for H264 and ProRes formats. Review: As always, keep calm and
keep working as DVEE is always there to help you out, guide you on the way and make your experience much easier. Since

version 1.6, DVEE supports the latest ProRes, DNxHR and DNxHD and H.264/AVC encoders. . Why choose DVEE?. DVEE
was originally developed for Apple ProRes and H.264 encoders. Now, it is compatible with ProRes and H.264/AVC/xAVC

encoders from Blackmagic Design, Canon, AMD, Red Giant, Sony, Adobe, FCP-X, Cineware and many more. DVEE is in the
top 10 applications recommended by users worldwide to encode and edit on video, and also by professionals worldwide. . The
Best of the best., Full RAW. DVEE was the first application to support RAW workflows on video. That is why it is the only

application to have RAW export for broadcast and web distribution. . The First API. DVEE was the first application to have an
API 520fdb1ae7
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